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Abstrat
Within no inertial frame an stationary harge exist. All harge, wherever it ex-
ists, experienes perpetual interation with harge elsewhere and so an only exist as
non-trivial urrent. It follows that the notion of the eletrostati salar potential is a
pragmati idealization - it is not fundamental and is useful simply beause, in many
pratial irumstanes, the time sales of interest are suiently small that harges an
be onsidered stationary in appropriately hosen inertial frames. In this paper, we take
the view that the subsuming of the eletrostati salar potential within lassial ele-
trodynamis raises issues of fundamental priniple and onsider the question of whether
it is possible to have a relativisti eletrodynamis sans the eletrostati salar poten-
tial - that is, expressed purely in terms of some form of relativisti magneti potential.
Surprisingly, we nd that suh a thing an be realized in a remarkably simple way - and
whih is ost-free for ordinary appliations of eletrodynamis. But the overall formal-
ism has fundamental ramiations for our deeper understanding of eletrodynamis - for
example, a new relativisti symmetry arises whih, naturally interpreted, implies that
the Lorentz fore must be onsidered as a loal-ation ontat fore in whih energy-
momentum is loally onserved through the medium of an unharged massive vetor
partile.
1 Introdution
Within no inertial frame an stationary harge exist. All harge, wherever it exists, ex-
perienes perpetual interation with harge elsewhere and so an only exist as non-trivial
urrent. It follows that the notion of the eletrostati salar potential is a pragmati ideal-
ization - it is not fundamental and is useful simply beause in many pratial irumstanes,
the time sales of interest are suiently small that harges an be onsidered stationary
in appropriately hosen inertial frames. Classial eletrodynamis subsumes eletrostatis
as a speial limiting ase and so inherits the same pragmati idealism. However, as with
eletrostatis, it is manifestly the ase that the assumption of this idealism does not lead
to the lassial theory being in any obvious onit with our ordinary experiene of eletro-
dynamial phenomenology - but there are no guarantees that this remains the ase in the
many extreme eletrodynamial regimes probed by modern siene.
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The immediate objetion to this line of argument is that the anonial ovariant formu-
lation of eletromagnetism in terms of the four-vetor potential rests irreduibly upon the
assumed existene of the eletrostati salar potential - it seems that to deny the existene
of this latter potential is tantamount to denying the existene of a ovariant formulation
of eletromagnetism. However, in this paper, we show the surprising result that lassial
eletromagnetism an be reformulated in a relativistially invariant way without the ele-
trostati eld - that is, purely in terms of a three-omponent relativisti magneti potential.
This is extremely interesting of itself but, more signiantly, the proess of reformulation
reveals a ondition of relativisti symmetry aording to whih the lassial eletromagneti
eld is one omponent of a duality, the seond omponent of whih, Gab say, is dened in
terms of a massive vetor potential. Further analysis shows that Gab an be onsistently
understood in terms of a re-interpretation of the Lorentz fore as a loal ation ontat fore.
None of this entails any ost to our ordinary appliations of eletrodynamis, but there are
learly fundamental ramiations to our deeper understanding of the basi phenomenology.
In the following, we give a brief overview of the main body of this paper.
1.1 The primary question
Is it possible to have an eletrodynamis expressed purely in terms of some form of (three-
omponent) relativisti magneti potential - that is, without the eletrostati salar potential?
One the question has been posed, the key (and apparently trivial) step is to reformulate
the standard denition of the eletromagneti eld tensor, given by
Fab =
∂φb
∂xa
−
∂φa
∂xb
,
as
Fab =
{
δrb
∂
∂xa
− δra
∂
∂xb
}
φr ≡ P
r
abφr.
From here, as we show in 2, it is a short step to show that the primary question, above,
reeives an unambiguously positive answer. The result relies upon an analysis of the set of
operators {Prab, r = 1..4} and the realization that they form a relativistially invariant linear
spae spanned by any three of {Prab, r = 1..4} - this linear spae is dened over the eld of dif-
ferential operations, ∂/∂xa, a = 1..4, whih are assumed to be ommutative on the funtions
of interest, and with integration as the multipliative inverse. Beause the invariant linear
spae ontains three independent elements whih are eah skew-symmetri with respet to
the indies (a, b), we denote it as Ask,3 and we show in 2 that its three-dimensionality is the
ruial property from whih the idea of the relativisti magneti potential ows naturally.
1.2 The seondary questions
The fat that it is possible to reformulate lassial eletromagnetism purely in terms of a
relativisti magneti potential in suh a simple way is surprising and suggests, of itself, that
there may be further signiant onsequenes attendant upon this hanged point of view.
The key step for progress is the reognition that Ask,3 is atually an invariant subspae of
a muh bigger sixteen-dimensional linear spae, S16 say, similarly dened over the eld of
dierential operations (as above). This realization prompted ertain seondary questions:
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Given that S16 is spanned by a non-trivial set of relativistially invariant sub-
spaes, of whih one is already known to be Ask,3, then
1. what are the remaining invariant spanning subspaes?
2. and what physial signiane do they have?
These questions are partly answered by a diret analysis of the struture of Maxwell's equa-
tions themselves, whih shows that they rest fundamentally upon orthogonality properties
dened between Ask,3 and two other relativistially invariant subspaes of S16 - a one-
dimensional subspae whih we label as Bsy,1 and a three-dimensional subspae whih we la-
bel as Csk,3. The simple fat that the seven-dimensional invariant subspae Ask,3∪Bsy,1∪Csk,3
of S16 is diretly impliated in the struture of eletromagnetism then raises automati ques-
tions about the remaining nine-dimensional subspae of S16 whih is so far unaounted for.
The omplete answer to the rst of the seondary questions is found by representing S16 as a
full-rank 16×16 relativistially invariant symmetri matrix,M16 say, dened over the eld of
dierential operations (as above) and performing an eigenvalue deomposition of M16. We
nd that there are two possibilities forM16, one trivial (diagonal), and one non-trivial. Sine
there is only one non-trivial possibility for M16, then its invariant deomposition provides
a unique invariant deomposition of S16 also. We nd that there are only three distint
eigenvalues of M16, these being haraterized by the parameter values λ = 0 (ourring
nine times), λ = 1 (ourring six times) and λ = 2 (ourring one only), with assoiated
eigenspaes of dimensions nine, six and one respetively, labelled (for onveniene here) as
S9, S6 and S1. Those invariant subspaes already dedued diretly from the struture of
lassial eletromagnetism are now reovered as omponents in this deomposition of M16
aording to Ask,3 ∈ S6, Bsy,1 ≡ S1 and Csk,3 ∈ S9. The remaining invariant subspaes are
reovered similarly aording to Asy,3 ∈ S6 and Csy,6 ∈ S9 respetively.
In summary, the relativistially invariant deomposition of S16 is given as S16 ≡ S1∪S6∪S9
where, in turn:
S1 ≡ Bsy,1, S6 ≡ {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} ; S9 ≡ {Csk,3 ∪ Csy,6}
and where
Bsy,1 ≡
{
U1ab
}
, Ask,3 ≡
{
Ukab, k = 2..4
}
, Asy,3 ≡
{
Ukab, k = 5..7
}
,
Csk,3 ≡
{
Ukab, k = 8..10
}
, Csy,6 ≡
{
Ukab, k = 11..16
}
,
where eah of Ukab ∈ S16, k = 1..16, is a 16 × 1 olumn, the elements of whih are partial
dierential operators or zeros.
1.3 Insight into Maxwell's equations
Briey, the invariant deomposition of S16 and a omparison of this deomposition with the
struture of Maxwell's equations, leads to the ready reognition that the omplete formal
solution spae of these equations onsists of seond-order tensor objets dened on the
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invariant subspaes {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} ∪ Csy,6; that is, general solutions of Maxwell's equations
have the form
∆ab =
{
4∑
k=2
Ukabαk(x) +
7∑
k=5
Ukabαk(x)
}
+
16∑
k=11
Ukabαk(x),
for potentials, αk(x), and the operators U
k
ab being individual elements in the various in-
variant subspaes. But, when we onsider that the lassial eletromagneti eld tensor is
dened purely by the three elements of Ask,3 ating on the omponents of the relativis-
ti magneti potential, A ≡ (α2, α3, α4) (f: the onsiderations of 1.1), then we see very
learly that Maxwell's equations are insuiently onstraining for the purposes of desribing
purely eletromagneti phenomena. In pratie, of ourse, as a matter of diktat only tensor
objets formed on Ask,3 are ever onsidered as solutions to Maxwell's equations - but this
does not hange the fat that the formal solution spae of these equations is formed on
{Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} ∪ Csy,6.
Given this irumstane, it is illuminating to ask how the solution spae an be further
onstrained. In onsidering this question, the invariant deomposition of S16 makes it lear
that, rather than seleting tensor objets that are valid desriptions of the eletromagneti
eld, Maxwell's equations,
∂F ia
∂xi
=
4π
c
Ja (1)
∂Fst
∂xr
+
∂Ftr
∂xs
+
∂Frs
∂xt
= 0, (2)
atually work by rejeting tensor objets that annot be suh valid desriptions. Thus, as we
shall show in 4.3, ondition (1) lters out tensor objets formed on the invariant subspae
Bsy,1 whilst (2) lters out suh objets formed on Csk,3. The remaining admissible objets
are all tensors that an be formed on the invariant subspae {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} ∪ Csy,6. Given
this reality, two obvious points arise:
1. The invariant deomposition of S16 tells us that the invariant subspaes Csk,3 and Csy,6
are the dual spanning omponents of the λ = 0 invariant subspae, S9, of S16 - they
are paired by a ondition of relativisti symmetry. Thus, sine (2) lters out all tensor
objets formed on Csk,3 as superuous for eletromagnetism, then relativisti symmetry
suggests that, for reasons of onsisteny and ompleteness, Maxwell's equations should
be augmented by that ondition whih lters out all tensor objets formed on Csy,6
also. This ondition is easily shown to be
∂2Fss
∂xr∂xr
−
∂2Frs
∂xs∂xr
−
∂2Fsr
∂xr∂xs
+
∂2Frr
∂xs∂xs
= 0;
2. But, just as Csk,3 and Csy,6 are the dual spanning omponents of the λ = 0 subspae,
S9, then so are Ask,3 and Asy,3 the dual spanning omponents of the λ = 1 subspae,
S6 and must likewise be treated onsistently for reasons of relativisti symmetry. In
other words, sine Ask,3 is neessary for the desription of eletromagnetism then, in
some way, so is Asy,3. The question is how?
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Subsequent analysis shows that the potential eld upon whih Asy,3 must at is a massive
vetor eld whih, we are able to show, an be onsistently interpreted as providing a
lassial ontat reation for the ation of the Lorentz fore - in other words, the Lorentz
fore beomes neessarily re-interpreted as a ontat fore rather than as a retarded at-a-
distane fore of the anonial interpretation. It is this partiular onsequene whih leads
neessarily to a hanged view of the nature of the eletromagneti eld and to a potentially
deeper understanding of loss mehanisms in eletrodynamis.
1.4 Summary
By raising a question about the status of the eletrostati eld as a pragmati idealization,
we are able easily to show that lassial eletromagnetism an be simply reformulated in
terms of a (three-omponent) relativisti magneti potential. This reformulation reveals,
via a straightforward analysis, a relativisti symmetry priniple aording to whih the rel-
ativisti magneti potential is one half of a duality; the seond half, a three-omponent
potential also, has the property of mass and its presene has the eet of foring a natural
re-interpretation of the Lorentz fore as a loal ation ontat fore. At the level of lassial
eletrodynamis, one unavoidable onsequene of this re-interpretation is a hanged under-
standing of eletrodynami loss-mehanisms - the proesses by whih eletrodynami energy
is onverted, nally, to thermodynami energy. Beyond the onerns of lassial eletrody-
namis, it also beomes lear that there must be onsequenes for quantum eletrodynamis
also, sine this latter theory subsumes the eletrostati eld into its basi struture.
1.5 Notation notes
1. We use the onvention that (x1, x2, x3) represent the spatial axes and x4 ≡ ict repre-
sents the temporal one with a orrespondingly onsistent notation for the four-vetor
urrent, Ja, and the eletromagneti eld tensor, Fab;
2. The metri tensor is now onsistently represented by the kroneker-delta, δab;
3. Although not stritly neessary when using an orthonormal basis, we make a strit
distintion between ovariant and ontravariant objets in the onventional way;
4. We use bold-fae to represent an ordinary three-vetor; for example, the position vetor
x ≡ (x1, x2, x3);
5. We denote a spae-time oordinate as x ≡ (x1, x2, x3, x4) or x ≡ (x, ict) aording to
onveniene;
6. For onveniene, we use the notation ∂/∂xa ≡ Xa, ∂/∂xa ≡ X
a
et in various plaes;
7. By 1/Xa we mean
∫
·dxa.
2 A novel formalism for the eletromagneti eld tensor
Stati harge does not exist in nature and, in onsequene, the assumption of the existene
of the eletrostati eld amounts to the assumption of a ertain pragmati idealism. In the
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following, we show that this latter assumption an be removed from the disourse of lassial
eletromagnetism in an almost trivial way.
We begin by showing how it is possible to restruture the lassial formalism into a new
relativistially invariant form whih has a three-omponent potential, A ≡ (A1, A2, A3) say,
as its primary objet. This potential plays the role of a lassial magneti vetor potential
in any given frame and is suh that A → A′ (another three-omponent potential) under
arbitrary Poinare transformations; for these reasons (and noting that it is not atually a
lassial vetor) we refer to A as the relativisti magneti potential, or the RMP.
2.1 The details
In the lassial formalism, the eletromagneti eld tensor, Fab, is dened in terms of the
four-vetor potential, φr, aording to
Fab =
∂φb
∂xa
−
∂φa
∂xb
≡ Xaφb −Xbφa
in an obvious notation. This an be reformulated as
Fab = P
r
abφr ≡ {Xaδ
r
b −Xbδ
r
a}φr (3)
where the operator Prab transforms as a third-order mixed tensor. Assuming that XaXb ≡
XbXa on the funtions of interest, the signiane of this formal hange arises from the fat
that
XrP
r
ab ≡ X1P
1
ab +X2P
2
ab +X3P
3
ab +X4P
4
ab ≡ 0 (4)
as is trivially shown. In partiular, assuming ommutivity et, this gives the equivalene
P4ab ≡ −
{
P1ab
X1
X4
+ P2ab
X2
X4
+ P3ab
X3
X4
}
so that Fab at (3) an be equivalently expressed as
Fab =
3∑
r=1
Prab
(
φr −
Xr
X4
φ4
)
≡
3∑
r=1
PrabAr (5)
in an obvious notation.
2.2 Relativisti invariane of (5)
The struture of (5) is relativistially invariant: to see this, we expand (5) expliitly to get
{Fab} =


0 X1A2 −X2A1 X1A3 −X3A1 −X4A1
0 X2A3 −X3A2 −X4A2
0 −X4A3
0

 (6)
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so that, in any given frame, A ≡ (A1, A2, A3) plays the part of the lassial magneti
vetor potential in a frame for whih the eletrostati salar potential is expliitly absent.
Consequently, in this frame the four-vetor potential of anonial theory an be written as
Φ ≡ (Φ1,Φ2,Φ3,Φ4) = (A1, A2, A3, 0)
so that, by (3) and (5), we have
Fab = P
r
abΦr =
3∑
r=1
PrabAr.
Consequently, under the orthogonal transformation x→ xˆ = T (x− x0), we have
Fˆab = T
i
aT
j
b Fij = T
i
aT
j
b P
r
ijΦr = T
i
aT
j
b
(
Xiδ
r
j −Xjδ
r
i
)
Φr
=
(
XˆaT
r
b − XˆbT
r
a
)
Φr = XˆaΦˆb − XˆbΦˆa
= PˆrabΦˆr =
3∑
r=1
Pˆrab
(
Φˆr −
Xˆr
Xˆ4
Φˆ4
)
≡
3∑
r=1
PˆrabAˆr .
Thus, Fab → Fˆab under x→ xˆ = T (x− x0) also implies
3∑
r=1
PrabAr →
3∑
r=1
PˆrabAˆr
so that the three-omponent representation of eletromagnetism, given at (5), is relativisti-
ally invariant as stated. In other words, the eletrostati salar potential is eliminated from
the disourse of eletromagnetism. For this reason, we shall refer to A as the relativisti
magneti potential or RMP.
2.3 Expliit transformation law for the relativisti magneti potential
The transformation law for the RMP is impliit from the onsiderations of 2.2 above. Speif-
ially, the proess has been A→ Φ→ Φˆ→ Aˆ so that, under the oordinate transformation
x→ xˆ = T (x− x0), the RMP transforms aording to
Ar → Aˆr ≡
(
Φˆr −
Xˆr
Xˆ4
Φˆ4
)
, r = 1, 2, 3 (7)
where eah of Φˆk, k = 1..4 is just a srambling of the three omponents of A.
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2.4 Gauge properties of the RMP formalism
Canonial eletromagnetism, expressed in terms of the four-vetor potential, φr, is invariant
under the gauge transformation φ′r → φr + Xrψ where ψ is an arbitrary dierentiable
funtion of x ≡ (x, ct). It is interesting to note that, in any given frame, the relativistially
invariant RMP formalism is reovered exatly from the anonial formalism by applying the
temporal gauge,
X4ψ = −φ4
sine this implies that
φ′r →
(
φr −
Xr
X4
φ4
)
, r = 1, 2, 3
together with φ′4 = 0, whih is to be ompared with (7). For this reason, the temporal gauge
an be onsidered as the natural relativisti gauge.
However, even though the RMP formalism an be reovered from the anonial four-vetor
formalism by the appliation of the temporal gauge, it is still the ase, as (6) makes
plain, that the RMP formalism is invariant under the additional gauge transformation
A
′ → A + ∇ψ where ψ is an arbitrary dierentiable funtion of x only. Thus, the RMP
formalism is only dened to within ∇ψ, and needs an additional ondition on A to uniquely
speify it.
The fat that the RMP formalism is equivalent to the anonial four vetor formalism in
any given frame under the appliation of a spei gauge indiates that we should expet to
reover all the important preditions of lassial QED from a quantized eld theory based
diretly upon the RMP formalism - but we might expet hanges of interpretation. We shall
disuss the interpretation issues in §6.
2.5 Immediate impliations
The operators Prab ≡ {Xaδ
r
b −Xbδ
r
a} , r = 1..4 represent hidden struture in eletromag-
netism and in the following we show that they lie in an invariant subspae of a muh bigger
linear spae. This fat suggest the existene of further physially signiant hidden struture
within eletromagnetism.
Prab has the following properties:
• it transforms as a mixed third-order tensor under the Poinare group;
• it an be interpreted as a set of four (r = 1..4) olumns dened in a sixteen dimensional
olumn spae, (a, b) = (1, 1), (1, 2)...(4, 4);
• assuming that XaXb ≡ XbXa over the funtions of interest, then XkP
k
ab = 0. Thus,
eah of the four 16×1 olumns, {Prab, r = 1..4}, an be onsidered as a vetor in a rela-
tivistially invariant linear spae whih is spanned by any three of {Prab, r = 1..4} - this
linear spae is dened over the eld of dierential operations, assumed ommutative,
whih has integration as the multipliative inverse.
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For onveniene, therefore, we:
• denote the sixteen-dimensional olumn spae as S16;
• denote the invariant subspae spanned by any three of {Prab, r = 1..4} as Ask,3 ∈ S16.
The subsript sk denotes the skew-symmetry of the Prab with respet to interhange
of a and b.
Sine Ask,3 has fundamental signiane to eletromagnetism, the obvious questions are:
1. Given that S16 is spanned by a set of non-trivially dened relativistially invariant sub-
spaes, of whih one is already known to be Ask,3, what are the remaining relativistially
invariant subspaes spanning S16?
2. What do these invariant subspaes represent?
3 Hidden struture in the lassial equations
An initial insight into the invariant deomposition of S16 an be obtained by onsidering
Maxwell's equations expliitly: when expressed in terms of the eld tensor, the mirosopi
form in the presene of onserved urrent J is onventionally written
∂F ia
∂xi
=
4π
c
Ja −→
∂2Fij
∂xi∂xj
= 0 (8)
together with
∂Fst
∂xr
+
∂Ftr
∂xs
+
∂Frs
∂xt
= 0. (9)
To within the numerial fator, we an onsider the seond of (8) together with (9) to
represent Maxwell's equations whih, in terms of Fab ≡ P
k
abφk, an be formally expressed as
∂2Fij
∂xi∂xj
≡ N ijPkijφk = 0
∂Fst
∂xr
+
∂Ftr
∂xs
+
∂Frs
∂xt
≡ RijrstP
k
ijφk = 0, (10)
respetively, for linear dierential operators N ab and Rabrst. Sine an entirely arbitrary
denition of the potentials (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4) satises (10), it follows that N
ijPkij ≡ 0 and
RijrstP
k
ij ≡ 0; that is, the anonial ovariant form of Maxwell's equations an be onsidered
based on algebrai orthogonality properties between Prab, R
ab
rst and N
ab
.
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3.1 Nab and R
rst
ab as elements in invariant subspaes of S16
From the rst of (10), we have Nab ≡ XaXb whih transforms as a seond-order ovariant
tensor and whih, onsidered as a 16×1 olumn, is a relativistially invariant one-dimensional
subspae of S16. Sine Nab is symmetri in a and b then we denote the invariant subspae
represented by Nab as Bsy,1.
From the seond of (10), it is lear that Rrstab must transform as a mixed fth-order tensor
and its expliit form an be dedued to be given by
Rrstab ≡
XrXsXt
2XaXb
(
(δra − δ
s
a)
(
δsb − δ
t
b
)
− (δrb − δ
s
b )
(
δsa − δ
t
a
))
.
Furthermore, sine it is easily shown that
X1R234ab −X
2R341ab +X
3R412ab −X
4R123ab ≡ 0
then Rrstab gives rise to only three independent 16 × 1 olumns eah of whih is also skew-
symmetri with respet to a and b. For this reason, we refer to the invariant subspae
spanned by these olumns as Csk,3.
3.2 Wave types supported by the Relativisti Magneti Potential
It is shown that, aording to RMP eletrodynamis, wavy solutions for the RMP are om-
posed of two distint kinds of wave: the rst kind is a propagating transverse wave, whilst
the seond kind, whih is novel, is a stationary longitudinal wave. It is shown that the
propagating transverse omponent orresponds identially to those solutions whih arise in
the onventional formalism when the temporal gauge is used. The stationary longitudinal
omponent has no ounterpart in the onventional formalism.
Using the notation A ≡ (A1, A2, A3) in (5), then (8) an be written:
∂F ia
∂xi
≡
3∑
r=1
Xi
(
Xaδ
i
r −X
iδra
)
Ar =
4π
c
Ja
whih - upon remembering Xa ≡ ∂/∂x
a
- an be written as the two equations
A−∇ (∇ ·A) = −
4π
c
J (11)
∂
∂x4
(∇ ·A) =
4π
c
J4.
Given J, and hene A via (11), the seond of these equations provides a denition of J4.
Consider now, a wave given by
Awave = A0 exp(in · x),
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where n ≡ (n1, n2, n3, n4), x ≡ (x1, x2, x3, x4) and A0 is a onstant three-vetor. The
requirement that Awave satises (11) with J = 0 leads to the system of equations
(n · n)A0 = (nˆ·A0)nˆ (12)
where nˆ ≡ (n1, n2, n3) and, from this, we an form the salar equation
(n · n)(nˆ·A0) = (nˆ·A0)(nˆ · nˆ). (13)
This latter equation has two possible solutions whih, together, form a basis for the general
solution of (11):
Case 1: The Transverse Wave: nˆ ·A0 = 0
In this ase, (12) only has a non-trivial solution if n · n = 0. Consequently, this solution is
given by
AT = A0 exp(in · x), n · n = 0, nˆ ·A0 = 0, (14)
whih orresponds to a transverse wave propagating with speed c.
Case 2: The Longitudinal Wave: nˆ ·A0 6= 0
In this ase, (13) gives n · n = nˆ · nˆ, and this an only be true if n4 = 0. From (12) we now
get the equation
(nˆ · nˆ)A0 = (nˆ ·A0)nˆ
whih is easily seen to have the solution A0 = αnˆ for arbitrary α. To summarize, this
solution is given by
AL = αnˆ exp(inˆ · xˆ) (15)
where xˆ = (x1, x2, x3), and this orresponds to a longitudinal stationary wave. This wave is
easily shown to give E = B = 0, so that a non-trivial RMP an have a zero eletromagneti
eet.
To summarize, we arrive at the onlusion that the RMP supports two kinds of waves in
free spae: a propagating transverse wave and a stationary longitudinal wave (whih has
no ounterpart in the onventional formalism) so that the general wavy solution to the
homogeneous form of (11) is given by
Awave = AT (x, ct) +AL(x),
where AT is the transverse wave propagating with speed c, and AL is the stationary longitu-
dinal wave. The omponent AT gives rise to propagating transverse eletromagneti elds,
and the general phenomenology that, when suh a eld is reated, any harged partile
anywhere will eventually feel its eet. The omponent AL gives rise to a zero eletromag-
neti eld (E = B = 0) and so no eletromagneti eet at all is propagated; however, the
possibility exists that AL is impliated as the ausative agent at the lassial level of the
Aharanov-Bohm eet.
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4 Representation of S16 as a 16× 16 invariant matrix
An analysis of lassial eletromagnetism has shown that its properties are enapsulated
in that relativistially invariant subspae of S16 whih we have labelled as Ask,3, whilst
Maxwell's equations themselves are statements of the orthogonality properties Bsy,1 ⊥ Ask,3
and Csk,3 ⊥ Ask,3 respetively, where Bsy,1 and Csk,3 are two other relativistially invariant
subspaes of S16. Thus, sine ertain invariant subspaes of S16 are impliated in lassial
eletromagnetism, it beomes natural to query the struture of the remaining invariant
subspaes of S16 and to investigate their potential physial signiane. To pursue these
questions, we need a omplete basis for S16 in terms of its relativistially invariant subspaes
whih we propose to reover in the following way:
1. represent S16 as a relativistially invariant full-rank 16× 16 symmetri matrix, M16;
2. perform an eigenvalue deomposition ofM16. SineM16 is relativistially invariant by
onstrution, its eigenspae will neessarily onsist of a set of relativistially invariant
subspaes, one for eah distint eigenvalue. This set of invariant subspaes will provide
the required basis for S16.
SineM16 is an invariant 16×16 matrix, we an dedue that rows 1..16 an be represented as
the ovariant indies (m,n) = (1, 1)..(4, 4) with the olumns 1..16 then being represented as
the ontravariant indies (r, s) = (1, 1)..(4, 4) ordered similarly so thatM16 an be expressed
as the mixed fourth-order tensorMrsmn. We now note that, sine the building bloks ofM
rs
mn
are the seond-order tensor δab and the rst-order tensor Xa, it follows that the rst-order
tensor objet must neessarily our in pairs, similar to XaXb. With this understanding, we
nd only two possibilities for M16 ≡M
rs
mn:
Mrsmn ≡ σ
ij:rs
mn XiXj ≡
{
δimδ
jrδsn + δ
i
nδ
jsδrm
}
XiXj , (16)
Mrsmn ≡ σ
ij:rs
mn XiXj ≡
{
δrmδ
ijδsn + δ
r
nδ
ijδsm
}
XiXj ≡ −{δ
r
mδ
s
n + δ
r
nδ
s
m}
Of these alternatives, the seond is purely diagonal with the d'Alembertian as the diagonal
element and is therefore the trivial ase. There is thus a unique non-trivial alternative,
dened at (16), so that there will be a uniquely dened set of relativistially invariant
subspaes whih span S16.
4.1 The eigenspae of M16
SineM16 is dened over the eld of dierential operations, its eigenvalues are not ordinary
numbers but must be multiples of a relativistially invariant salar quantity dened on this
eld - that is, of  ≡ −XiX
i
, the d'Alembertian. Therefore, the eigenspae ofM16, dened
as the set of 16 × 1 vetors, Uk, k = 1..16 say - where U1 ≡
(
U111,U
1
12,U
1
13, ...,U
1
44
)T
et -
an be found by solving the eigenvalue problem M16U
k = −λUk whih, using (16), an
be written expliitly as
XaX
iUkib +XbX
iUkai = −λU
k
ab, k = 1..16. (17)
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We nd only three distint eigenvalues, λ = 0 (ourring nine times), λ = 1 (ourring
six times) and λ = 2 (ourring one only), where the orresponding eigenspaes have
dimensions nine, six and one respetively. Thus, we obtain the orthogonal deomposition
S16 ≡ S1 ∪ S6 ∪ S9 where
• S1 ≡
{
U1
}
≡ Bsy,1 whih is a one-dimensional spae orresponding to the eigenvalue
λ = 2 and is the invariant subspae already dedued diretly from Maxwell's equations
in 3.1;
• S6 ≡
{
U2..U7
}
≡ Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3 whih is a six-dimensional spae orresponding to the
six-times-ourring eigenvalue λ = 1.
 The skew-symmetri omponent,
{
U2..U4
}
≡ Ask,3, is that already dedued in
2.5 to be the basis of the relativisti magneti potential;
 The assoiated symmetri omponent,
{
U5..U7
}
≡ Asy,3, is new and it will be
shown that it orresponds to a massive vetor eld whih an be onsistently
interpreted as providing a ontat reation for the ation of the Lorentz fore;
• S9 ≡
{
U8..U16
}
≡ Csk,3∪Csy,6 whih is a nine-dimensional spae orresponding to the
nine-times-repeated eigenvalue λ = 0.
 The skew-symmetri omponent,
{
U8..U10
}
≡ Csk,3, is that already dedued
diretly from Maxwell's equations in 3.1;
 The assoiated symmetri omponent,
{
U11..U16
}
≡ Csy,6, is the only one of the
invariant subspaes not to have an obvious role within eletrodynamis.
The preise algebrai struture of the eigenvetors is given in Appendix B.
4.2 Orthogonality Properties
Sine the matrix M16 is symmetri then, as a standard result, eigenvetors drawn from
the distint eigenspaes of this matrix are mutually orthogonal in the sense that if vetors
U ≡ (Uab), V ≡ (Vab) and W ≡ (Wab) are suh that U ∈ Bsy,1, V ∈ {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} and
W ∈ {Csk,3 ∪ Csy,6}, then
UTV ≡ U ijVij ≡ 0, U
TW ≡ U ijWij ≡ 0, V
TW ≡ V ijWij ≡ 0
and is easily onrmed expliitly by referene to Appendix B.
These orthogonality properties are fundamental to muh of what follows.
4.3 Insight into Maxwell's equations
Suppose Hab is a tensor objet dened on
S16 ≡ Bsy,1 ∪ {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} ∪ {Csk,3 ∪ Csy,6}
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and suppose further that Hab must satisfy Maxwell's equations whih, from (10), an be
written
N ijHij = 0, N
ab ∈ Bsy,1 ,
RijrstHij = 0, R
ab
rst ∈ Csk,3 .
Sine the invariant subspaes are mutually orthogonal (f 4.2), then this form makes it lear
that the rst Maxwell equation, above, is the ondition that Hab annot be dened on Bsy,1
whilst the seond Maxwell equation, above, is the ondition that Hab annot be dened on
Csk,3. In other words, Maxwell's equations at to (partially) dene the eletromagneti eld
tensor by exluding ertain possibilities. They leave open the possibility that Hab an be
any tensor objet dened on the invariant subspae {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} ∪ Csy,6.
At this point, we note that Csk,3 and Csy,6 are the dual spanning omponents of the λ = 0
subspae, S9, of S16 - they are paired by relativisti symmetry. It follows that sine the
seond of the Maxwell equations, above, lters out solutions dened on Csk,3, then there
should be an augmenting equation designed to lter out solutions dened on Csy,6 also. The
fully augmented system has the struture
N ijHij = 0, N
ab ∈ Bsy,1 ,
RijrstHij = 0, R
ab
rst ∈ Csk,3 , (18)
QijrsHij = 0, Q
ab
rs ∈ Csy,6 ,
where the preise struture of Qabrs is given in appendix B.5. The general solutions of this
augmented system onsist of all tensor objets dened on {Ask,3 ∪Asy,3} whih, from the
λ = 1 ase of (17), is also the omplete solution spae of
XaX
iHib +XbX
iHai = −Hab (19)
so that (18) and (19) are exatly equivalent. For either system, omplete solutions have the
general struture
Hab ≡ Fab +Gab ≡
4∑
k=2
Ukabαk(x) +
7∑
k=5
Ukabαk(x), U
k
ab ∈ {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3} .
For the strit purpose of dening the eletromagneti eld, Fab, in isolation, a solution spae
onsisting of all tensor objets dened on Ask,3 is suient. But relativisti symmetry tells
us that Ask,3 and Asy,3 are the dual omponents of the λ = 1 invariant subspae, S6. In
other words, relativisti symmetry requires that, whenever the eletromagneti eld, Fab,
is present, a seond eld, Gab dened on Asy,3, must also be present. Thus, the question
beomes: what does Gab represent?
5 A massive vetor eld from Asy,3
Relativisti symmetry implies that the eletromagneti eld, Fab, and the eld Gab dened
as
Gab =
7∑
k=5
Ukabαk(x), U
k
ab ∈ Asy,3
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for potentials C ≡ (α5, α6, α7), are the omponents of an irreduible duality. In this setion,
we shall show:
• that C represents a massive vetor eld;
• how C transforms under oordinate transformations x→ xˆ = T (x− x0);
• how the individual omponents of C satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation.
It is argued, 6, that the massive vetor eld generated by Asy,3 provides a natural meha-
nism for eletrodynamial reation fores, thereby allowing the Lorentz fore to be reinter-
preted as a diret loal ation ontat fore.
5.1 Preliminaries
From Appendix B, a basis for the invariant subspae Asy,3 is given by
Ukab ≡ Xa (X
rδsb −X
sδrb ) +Xb (X
rδsa −X
sδra) , k = 5, 6, 7
where for k = (5, 6, 7), then (r, s) is three distint pairs hosen from (1, 2, 3, 4). The basis
is most onveniently hosen by piking any one of the four digits and pairing it with the
remaining three. We shall use (k, r, s) = (5, 1, 4), (6, 2, 4), (7, 3, 4) for deniteness.
The most general eld whih an be formed from the operators lying in this subspae is
given by
Gab =
7∑
k=5
Ukabαk(x) ≡
7∑
k=5
{Xa (X
rδsb −X
sδrb ) +Xb (X
rδsa −X
sδra)}αk(x),
(k, r, s) = (5, 1, 4), (6, 2, 4), (7, 3, 4),
whih, noting that Xrδst −X
sδrt ≡ P
rs
t ∈ Ask,3, an be written as
Gab =
7∑
k=5
Ukabαk(x) ≡
7∑
k=5
{XaP
rs
b +XbP
rs
a }αk(x).
(k, r, s) = (5, 1, 4), (6, 2, 4), (7, 3, 4). (20)
Finally, dening
θa =
7∑
k=5
Prsa αk(x, ct); (k, r, s) = (5, 1, 4) , (6, 2, 4) , (7, 3, 4) (21)
et, then (20) an be expressed as
Gab = (Xaθb +Xbθa) . (22)
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5.2 The emergene of the massive vetor eld
Sine Gab is the most general eld whih an be formed out of the invariant subspae Asy,3,
and sine the single element of Bsy,1 is orthogonal to every element of Asy,3, then operating
Bsy,1 onto (22) gives immediately,
XiXjGij ≡
∂2Gij
∂xi∂xj
= 0,
from whih it immediately follows
∂Gja
∂xj
= Ja where
∂Ji
∂xi
= 0, (23)
for some unspeied urrent J . Using (22) this latter equation an be expressed as
∂
∂xj
(
∂θj
∂xa
+
∂θa
∂xj
)
= Ja. (24)
However, by (4), we have XiPrsi ≡ 0 so that, from (21), we get
Xjθj ≡
∂θj
∂xj
= 0, (25)
so that (24) beomes
θa = −Ja. (26)
However, sine ∂Ji/∂xi = 0 and ∂θi/∂xi = 0, we an write Ja = κ
2θa+J
0
a for κ
2 ≡ m2c2/~2
and onserved urrent J0a ; nally, therefore, (26) an be written as
θa = −
m2c2
~2
θa − J
0
a (27)
so that θa, and hene Asy,3 also, represents a massive vetor eld.
5.3 The potential C represents a massive vetor eld
The objet
θa =
7∑
k=5
Prsa αk(x); (k, r, s) = (5, 1, 4) , (6, 2, 4) , (7, 3, 4) (28)
has been identied as a non-zero mass four-vetor eld with three degrees of freedom ex-
pressed in terms of the potentials C ≡ (α5, α6, α7). We show that C also has the property
of mass: (28) an be written expliitly as
θa = P
14
a α5 + P
24
a α6 + P
34
a α7
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whih, after expanding the operators Prsa gives
(θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4) = [−X4(α5, α6, α7),∇ · (α5, α6, α7)]
↓
(Θ, θ4) = [−X4C,∇ ·C] (29)
↓
(Θ, θ4) = (−X4C,∇ ·C). (30)
We now onsider how C ≡ (α5, α6, α7) must be onstrained to ensure (30) assumes the form
of (27). A onsideration of (30) shows that the ondition C = −κ2C, where κ2 ≡ m2c2/~2,
must hold sine then, use of (29) redues (30) to
(Θ, θ4) = −
m2c2
~2
(Θ, θ4)
whih is (27) without the onserved urrent. That is, eah of the omponents of the potential
C ≡ (α5, α6, α7) must satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation so that C is a massive eld.
5.4 Transformation law
In appendix C we give an expliitly ovariant representation for the potentials C whih form,
subsequently, allows a derivation of the non-trivial transformation law for C → Cˆ under
x→ xˆ = T (x− x0).
6 Contat ation in RMP eletrodynamis
Our demonstration that lassial eletromagnetism an be expressed purely in terms of a
relativisti magneti potential has also revealed a relativisti symmetry priniple aording
to whih the relativisti magneti potential is one half of a duality, the other half being a
potential with the property of mass. The eletromagneti eld tensor is represented as Fab
whilst the eld tensor assoiated with the massive vetor eld we denote as Gab.
None of this has any eet on the preditions and desriptions ordinarily assoiated with the
motive ation of the Lorentz fore sine, within RMP eletrodynamis, these remain identi-
al to those arising within the lassial formalism. The introdution of Gab does, however,
reate one dierene of major signiane: when it omes to the disussion of fore, the
onventional piture uses the `Lorentz fore law', f
(em)
a = J iFai, whih is more aurately
desribed as a bundled-up restatement of the denitions of the eletri and magneti elds
in terms of their mehanial ations on harged partiles. In other words, onventional ele-
trodynamis provides a way of talking about mehanial fores in whih the eletromagneti
eld is really a proxy for these mehanial fores, but does not naturally provide a fore
law in the Newtonian sense of ation and reation are equal and opposite for eletrodynami
phenomena. In the absene of suh a natural provision, the assumption is that the reation
to a harge aelerating under the ation of a eld Fab is felt (in a retarded sense) in the
urrent whih generates Fab in the rst plae.
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However, the presene of the massive vetor eld within RMP eletrodynamis provides a
natural way of generalizing Newton's Third Law to eletrodynami phenonema so that the
`Lorentz fore law' is supplemented with a fore of reation, arising from the massive vetor
eld, to give a loal balane of fores - the massive vetor eld is the soure of ontat
reation to the lassial Lorentz fore so that this latter beomes reinterpreted as a loal
ation ontat fore. The details follow.
6.1 The interpretation of Gab
The elds Fab and Gab are irreduibly related though a symmetry priniple. Furthermore,
the eletromagneti eld is assoiated with onserved urrent, Jaem ≡ eV
a/c say whilst,
aording to 5.2, Gab is also assoiated with a onserved urrent, J
a
mass say. It follows that,
orresponding to the onventional Lorentz fore
f (em)a = J
i
emFai , (31)
there is also the related fore
f (mass)a = J
i
massGai
arising from the ation of the massive vetor eld on the onserved urrent Jamass. It follows
that there is a `total system fore' given by
Fa ≡ f
(em)
a + f
(mass)
a . (32)
But the validity of (31), insofar as it desribes the four-fore exerted on a harged partile
by a given eletromagneti eld, is very well established. So, the question now beomes:
How are we to interpret f
(mass)
a and hene Fa?
An obvious possibility is that f
(mass)
a ats to maintain an overall balane of four-momentum
at the instantaneous loation of the harged partile - that is, a generalized Newton's Third
Law applies so that (32) beomes
Fa ≡ f
(em)
a + f
(mass)
a ≡ J
i
emFai + J
i
massGai = 0 (33)
whih an be interpreted as a lassial desription of the instantaneous onservation of four-
momentum in a ontat-ation between a harged partile and some kind of massive vetor
partile.
However, sine there must always be at least two harged partiles interating, the foregoing
laks detail: thus, for exatness, suppose that there are just two interating harged partiles,
P0 and P1 say, with assoiated four-urrents J
a
0,em, J
a
0,mass at P0 and J
a
1,em, J
a
1,mass at
P1. Eah of them will generate elds, F
(0)
ab , G
(0)
ab , F
(1)
ab and G
(1)
ab respetively, whih are
involved in the four-momentum onserving interations of the system. At eah partile,
a four-momentum balane equation similar to (33) and reated from various of these four
omponent elds and urrents must hold. Now, beause the Fab-elds are massless whilst
the Gab-elds are massive then, for example, F
(0)
ab and G
(0)
ab - both generated by the urrents
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at P0 - annot at simultaneously at P1 so that, following this example through, the four-
momentum balane equation for P1 annot have the struture
F (1)a ≡ J
i
1,emF
(0)
ai + J
i
1,massG
(0)
ai = 0.
By ontrast, F
(0)
ab and G
(1)
ab an at simultaneously at P1 so that an obvious possibility for
four-momentum balane at P1 is
F (1)a ≡ J
i
1,emF
(0)
ai + J
i
1,massG
(1)
ai = 0, (34)
with the orresponding equation holding for four-momentum balane at P0.
It is lear that, aording to (34), energy-momentum is drawn from the massive vetor eld
at P1 and transferred diretly to the harged partile at P1 (the urrent J
i
1,em). There is
therefore no requirement for energy-momentum transport between P0 and P1 so that the
role of the eletromagneti eld, F
(0)
ab , beomes that of a messenger arrying instrutions
between P0 and P1 - that is, the role of the eletromagneti eld is stritly limited to its
familiar, well understood, and veried role of arrying information. The energy required to
enat these instrutions at P1 has its soure in the massive vetor eld at P1 and the linear
momentum subsequently imparted to the harged partile at P1 is balaned in the reation
of the massive vetor eld to the aeleration of this harged partile. Thus, eah of the
harged partiles auses work to be done on the other, but the soure of the energy whih
does the work is the massive vetor eld loal to eah of the harged partiles - in eet, we
an think of the massive vetor eld as a material eletromagneti vauum resoure.
To summarize, if the soure of the energy-momentum whih gives rise to the aeleration of
a harged partile is loal to the partile in the eletromagneti vauum resoure, then the
eletromagneti eld itself has no role as a arrier of energy-momentum. Its funtion an
only be that of arrying oded instrutions between interating partiles, telling eah how
muh energy-momentum must be drawn from the loal environment.
6.2 Impliations for ideas of energy-momentum onservation within the
onventional formalism
An immediate onsequene of the foregoing is that the requirement for the eletromagneti
eld to arry away energy-momentum to balane the mehanial ation of the Lorentz fore
disappears - that is, the Maxwell stress tensor and Poynting's vetor beome formalisms
representing the propagation of information alone. To many physiists, used to long pratise
of thinking in terms of the Maxwell stress tensor and Poynting's vetor as being `real' things,
suh a statement may appear wild to the point of reklessness. To ounter suh appearanes,
it is useful to reall the tautologial nature of momentum-energy onservation for the eld-
harge interation as oneived within the onventional formalism:
Begin by onsidering the energy-momentum tensor orresponding to the ow of harge in
an eletromagneti eld in at spae written as
Tmn ≡ S
m
n +Θ
m
n
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where Smn is the eletrodynami omponent, dened in terms of the eletromagneti eld
tensor, and Θmn is the mehanial omponent, dened in terms of the mehanial properties
of the harged partiles omprising the urrent. Sine the details entail the result T in,i = 0,
then energy-momentum is said to be onserved in the system.
But now we reall the basi denition of the eletri eld at a point as the mehanial fore
exerted on a unit harge plaed at the point and the orrespondingly similar denition of
the magneti eld in terms of its mehanial ation on a unit harge. The Lorentz `fore
law', Fa ≡ J
iFai, is simply a bundled-up version of these respetive denitions of the
eletri and magneti elds - and is not a law of eletromagneti fore. Reall now that
the Smn omponent of T
m
n is formed by an algebrai proess from J
iFai ≡ κF
ij
,jFai and that
the mehanial omponent, Θmn , is formed by an algebrai proess from the mathematial
representation of the observed rates of hange of the mehanial properties of the urrent
harges. It follows immediately that the identity T in,i = 0 is simply a diret onsequene
of the fat that Smn = −Θ
m
n by denition. That is, `energy-momentum onservation' as
onventionally dened for a system onsisting of a ow of harge in an eletromagneti eld
is a tautology and does not represent any basi law of physis.
Finally, the idea that the Smn omponent of this tautologial denition of T
m
n derives from
a free eletromagneti eld radiating real momentum and energy away from the loation of
the ation of the Lorentz fore in response to this ation is simply an additional hypothesis
justied only by the absolute neessity to have some mehanism of balaning momentum
and energy.
6.3 The possibility of satter-free interations
The generalized Newton's Third Law of (34), given by
J i1,emF
(0)
ai + J
i
1,massG
(1)
ai = 0,
provides - in simple interative systems at least - the possibility of satter-free redshifting
of the eletromagneti eld.
To see this, imagine a single eletron at P1 having a propagating eletromagneti eld
inident upon it. The Lorentz fore ats, in the ordinary way, to aelerate the eletron,
thereby doing work upon it. Aording to the generalized Newton's Law above, this energy
must have its soure in the massive vetor eld, represented by G
(1)
ab . Similarly, the hange
in momentum experiened by the eletron must be balaned by the hange in momentum
experiened by the massive vetor partiles assoiated with G
(1)
ab
.
We interpret the detailed interation as follows:
1. work is done at P0 to reate the propagating eletromagneti eld F
(0)
ab ;
2. the energy expended in reating this eld goes into the vauum and the amount of
energy so expended - E(0) say - is reorded as part of the information arried by F
(0)
ab
;
3. the eld F
(0)
ab
is inident with the eletron at P1 and the information that an amount of
energy E(0) has been deposited into the vauum puts an upper limit on the amount
of work that an be done on the eletron where the energy required for this work is
drawn from the vauum via the massive vetor eld;
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4. the eletron is aelerated by the ation of the Lorentz fore in a diretion whih
is partly determined by the instantaneous veloity of the eletron at the moment of
interation - this is the stohasti omponent whih, in the lassial piture, gives rise
to the stohasti sattering of the inident eletromagneti wave required for overall
momentum onservation;
5. however, aording to the generalized Newton's Law, overall momentum onservation
is guaranteed not by the sattering of eletromagneti waves, but by the prodution
of momentum in the massive vetor eld;
6. the outgoing wave need only ontain a reord of the energy balane remaining in the
vauum after this interation but the momentum omponent, arrying information
about the original soure of the wave, an remain unhanged - simply beause the
hange in momentum experiened by the eletron an be balaned by the orresponding
hange in momentum of the massive vetor eld and does not require of neessity any
hange in the momentum information arried by the wave. In other words, the ongoing
wave an remain unsattered by the interation.
7 Comments on free eld quantization of the RMP formalism
It was shown in 4.3, that the total eld, Hab, of the RMP formalism lies in {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3}
so that
Hab ≡ Fab +Gab ≡
4∑
k=2
Ukabαk(x) +
7∑
k=5
Ukabαk(x), U
k
ab ∈ {Ask,3 ∪ Asy,3}
where the eletromagneti omponent, Fab, is idential with its anonial form in the tem-
poral gauge. Sine Fab and Gab are onstrained only by the requirement that (34) is satised
(four-momentum is loally onserved), and sine there is no gauge invariane assoiated with
the massive Gab eld, then an obvious approah to quantizing Hab is to apply:
• the anonial temporal gauge quantization proedure to Fab;
• the anonial quantization proedure for a massive vetor eld to Gab;
• a onstraining ondition between these two quantized elds, and the urrents with
whih they interat, equivalent to (34), J i1,emF
(0)
ai + J
i
1,massG
(1)
ai = 0.
7.1 The Fab eld
The quantization onditions for Fab in the temporal gauge are partiularly straightforward:
writing (α5, α6, α7) ≡ (A1, A2, A3) for the RMP and noting that the eletri eld is given
by (E1, E2, E3) ≡ −
(
A˙1, A˙2, A˙3
)
then the equal time quantization onditions for Fab in the
temporal gauge are very simply expressed as
[Ai(x, t), Ej(y, t)] = −iδijδ
3(x− y),
[Ai(x, t), Aj(y, t)] = 0
[Ei(x, t), Ej(y, t)] = 0
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whih, in its elegant simpliity in using the three omponents of the RMP diretly, lends
weight to the idea that the RMP formalism is the fundamental expression of the lassial
em eld.
7.2 The Gab eld
The Gab eld is shown in 5 to be derived from the three-omponent potential C ≡
(α5, α6, α7) and, in 5.3, we showed that eah of the omponents of this potential inde-
pendently satised the Klein-Gordon equation. Sine there are no onstraint between the
three omponents of C, then we an immediately identify the free-partile anonial elds
as Ci(x, t), i = 1, 2, 3 and onjugate elds as C˙i(x, t), i = 1, 2, 3 so that we an immediately
write down the equal time quantization onditions for Gab as
[
Ci(x, t), C˙j(y, t)
]
= iδijδ
3(x− y),
[Ci(x, t), Cj(y, t)] = 0[
C˙i(x, t), C˙j(y, t)
]
= 0
However, from (29), we have θi(x, t) = −C˙i(x, t), i = 1, 2, 3, so that these onditions an be
expressed as
[Ci(x, t), θj(y, t)] = −iδijδ
3(x− y),
[Ci(x, t), Cj(y, t)] = 0
[θi(x, t), θj(y, t)] = 0
7.3 The onstraining ondition and mass normalization
The onstraint
J i1,emF
(0)
ai + J
i
1,massG
(1)
ai = 0. (35)
gives rise to an interesting situation: speially, it impliitly ontains two harateristi
masses, Me, for the eletron mass and Mm for the mass of the partile assoiated with the
eld G
(1)
ab and, in eet, provides a denition for the mass ratio Me/Mm. Thus, in any mass
renormalization proedure, Me →Me + δMe and Mm →Mm + δMm, we must have
Me
Mm
=
Me + δMe
Mm + δMm
.
But, bearing in mind that measures of mass are always dened in terms of the ratio of one
mass to another, then the above appears to imply that, so long as the masses appearing
in eah of the quantized Fab and Gab elds are normalized to appear in the ratio Me/Mm
with a value dened aording to (35), then any subsequent mass renormalization proedure
must be redundant.
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8 Eletromagneti elds and astrophysis
Given that the fore-law (34) makes neessary a reinterpretation of the Lorentz fore as
an instantaneous loal-ation fore - rather than as a retarded ation-at-a-distane fore -
then we an reasonably suspet it has the potential to provide a new understanding of the
loss mehanisms involved in any interation of an eletromagneti eld with any system
of harged partiles. Whilst the nature of the osmologial redshift is onsidered to be
fully understood within the ontext of lassial Big-Bang osmology its origin has, in fat,
been a topi of vigorous debate sine its disovery by Slipher in 1910 - the opposing view
being, broadly speaking, that osmologial redshift arises as a onsequene of some form of
eletrodynamial interation with intervening material.
If there were no evidene whatsoever that a redshift eet an be aused by anything other
than universal expansion (or gravitational), then it would be diult to sustain a theoretial
argument to the ontrary. However, there is at least one redshift phenomenon whih is
inarguably aused by some other mehanism - this is the k-eet whih manifests itself as
an exess redshift in type O and B stars relative to other stars.
8.1 The bakground radiation revisited
The osmi bakground radiation is widely thought of as a phenomenon of Big-Bang os-
mology and the predition of its existene, before the event of its detetion and temperature
measurement (T ≈ 2.7oK), is ommonly assoiated with the name of Gamow [3℄ who, vari-
ously with Alpher and Herman [4, 5℄, used the theory to predit the putative temperatures
of T ≈ 5oK, T ≥ 5oK, T ≈ 7oK and T ≈ 50oK in the late 1940s and 1950s.
However, against this, there is a muh older narrative whih has its beginnings in the year
of 1879 and Stefan's disovery of the law whih bears his name relating the temperature of a
body in radiative equilibrium to the energy ux density in whih the body is immersed. At
the time, of ourse, it was ommonly believed that the universe was stationary and of innite
extent - and therefore in a state of dynamial equilibrium. This latter belief, together with
Stefan's Law, made it natural to oneive the notion of the temperature of spae - by whih
was meant the steady-state temperature of any suitably large passive body plaed in spae
and remote from any individual stars - and to alulate its value from various points of view.
The rst reorded suh alulation was made by Guilluame [6℄ in 1896; he, of ourse, had
no notion of external galaxies and his alulation was based purely on the presumed ther-
malization of our own galaxy's starlight - even so, he obtained 5.6oK. The next estimate of
whih we have knowledge was made by Eddington [7℄ in 1926 and - still presuming the ther-
malization of our own galaxy's starlight, but having aess to better data - he found 3.2oK.
By the 1930s, Regener's work [8℄ on osmi rays led him to onlude that the energy density
of the osmi ray ux (reasoned to be extragalati by virtue of its isotropy) and that of the
ux of our own galaxy's starlight were essentially the same and, onseqently, in equilibrium
with eah other. On this basis, he was able to use his osmi ray measurements to arrive
at an estimate of 2.8oK for the temperature of spae. In a similar vein, in 1941 Herzberg
[9℄ (based on observations made by MKellar) noted that, supposing interstellar yanogen
to be immersed in an equilibrium heatbath, the observed exitation of its moleules yielded
a temperature of 2.3oK for that heatbath.
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So, we see that prior to the Gamow's preditions made on the basis of the Big-Bang, the
earlier onensus - entering on the idea of the equilibrium universe - had already developed
the onept of a radiative equilibrium bakground and had, moreover, made extremely
aurate preditions of its temperature using a variety of quite dierent physial systems.
However, whilst it annot be laimed that Gamow and ollaborators managed to predited
the bakground temperature with any auray (unlike the proponents of the equilibrium
universe), it is also true that the equilibrium radiation bakground predited to exist by
Gamow on the basis of the Big-Bang theory is in addition to the radiative uxes (starlight,
osmi rays et) used by the earlier authors to determine the temperature of spae so that,
in this sense, Gamow did predit the existene of something new. But, as we shall now point
out, the Big-Bang theory is atually superuous even to this latter predition.
8.2 Cosmologial redshift revisited
We return to a very old problem, onerning the nature of the osmologial redshift whih,
by denition, is a phenomenon aeting eletromagneti radiation - and whih is the primary
onern of this paper. At the time of its disovery, by Slipher [10, 11℄, and the subsequent
reognition by Hubble [12℄ that the degree of redshift observed in the light emitted from
a given objet is a funtion of that objet's radial displaement from the observer, the
only oneivable mehanism to explain it was some form of the Doppler eet; but this
interpretation implied that the distant galaxies were all `ying apart', whih was in diret
ontradition to the reeived view of the time.
A resolution of the onundrum was provided by Lemaître [13℄ who showed that a simple
dust-model osmology derived from Einstein's General Relativity required that `spaetime'
was expanding - and it was this whih provided what appeared to be a natural quasi-
Doppler explanation to the problem. It was Lemaître's model whih led diretly to the idea
of the hot Big-Bang and, subsequently, to Gamow's predition of an `afterglow' - the osmi
bakground radiation, disussed above.
However, it is also obvious that within the ontext of an equilibrium universe the osmologial
redshift is, of itself, prima-faie evidene for a loss of energy from the redshifted light and
therefore for the existene of an assoiated radiative ux whih balanes this lost energy. The
assumption of universal equilibrium - already strongly supported by the earlier alulations
disussed above - then requires that this newly inferred radiative ux is also in equilibrium
and at a temperature of about 2.8oK.
The only thing missing from suh a narrative would have been the mehanism of redshifting.
It is a matter of reord that Hubble himself was never onvined by the expanding universe
explanation and, in the deades following Lemaître's analyses, several authors suggested an
alternative generi mehanism, that of tired light , by means of whih `travelling photons'
were envisaged as interating with other partiles, thereby losing energy and beoming red-
shifted. The rst suh suggestion to appear in the literature (so far as we know) was that of
Nernst who, as early 1912, had developed the idea of a stationary universe [14℄, subsequently
suggesting that light was absorbed by the luminiferous aether [3, 4℄ to produe the redshift
eet. On this basis, he alulated a temperature for spae of about 1oK - although it must
be reognized that this alulation depended to a great extent on assumptions made about
the nature of the proposed luminiferous aether. The post-war years saw a renewed interest
in the idea with, for example, Finlay-Freundlih [5, 6, 7℄ proposing a mehanism involving
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purely photon-photon interations and, on the basis of this, estimating the temperature
of spae (in the equilibrium universe) to be in the range 2oK < T < 6oK. Max Born
[8℄ subsequently pointed out that the radiative ux assoiated with the Finlay-Freundlih
mehanism would neessarily be in the radio spetrum with λ ≈ 15cm; in fat, we now
know that the CBR has a harateristi wave length of λ ≈ 7cm so that Finlay-Freundlih's
idea atually had a real preditive suess - not reognized at the time, of ourse. How-
ever, the problem with the generi lass of tired-light mehanisms was simple: images of
galaxies from whih the light is redshifted appear very sharp, whereas is seemed lear that
any oneivable photon-partile interations must neessarily satter the photons leading to
the vastly degraded image quality. Considerable eort was put into hypothesizing various
detailed mehanisms of this type, but none of those suggested ould stand up to ritial
analysis.
Now however, there is something entirely new to onsider: speially, the present analysis
allows for the interpretation of the Lorentz fore as a loal ation ontat fore, and it is this
whih presents an opportunity for the reonsideration of loss mehanisms in eletrodynamis.
9 Conlusions
The neessary inlusion of the massive vetor eld into eletrodynamial desription leaves
the Lorentz fore unhanged in the sense that the motive eets on urrents of the Lorentz
fore in RMP eletrodynamis are idential to those of its eets in lassial eletrodynamis
- thus, all of the suesses of lassial eletrodynamis are aptured by RMP eletrody-
namis. But a fundamental dierene is reated - speially, the Lorentz fore of RMP
eletrodynamis beomes expliitly a loal ation ontat fore with the massive vetor eld
playing the role of the `reation partile'. At this point, given that the photon as oneived
in lassial qed is the massless gauge partile whih arbitrates four-momentum onserving
interations between harged partiles, it beomes luidly lear that the really signiant
dierenes between the RMP formalism and the four-vetor potential formalism will arise
in the domain of quantum eletrodynamis - and this is a study for the future.
A Reversibility: a further transformation property of the RMP
It is not immediately obvious that the transformation of the RMP desribed above in 2.3
is reversible as it should be. We show here, by listing the steps impliit in (φ1, φ2, φ3) →
(θˆ1, θˆ2, θˆ3)→ (φ1, φ2, φ3) , that it is.
1. Dene Φ ≡ (Φ1,Φ2,Φ3,Φ4) = (φ1, φ2, φ3, 0);
2. Rotation: Φˆr = T
i
rΦi;
3. Shift: θˆr = Φˆr −
(
Xˆr/Xˆ4
)
Φˆ4; Note that θˆ4 = 0 automatially;
4. Inverse rotation: θr = T
i
r θˆi = T
i
rΦˆi −
(
T irXˆi/Xˆ4
)
Φˆ4 = Φr −
(
Xr/Xˆ4
)
Φˆ4;
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5. Shift: ψr = θr−(Xr/X4) θ4 =
(
Φr −
(
Xr/Xˆ4
)
Φˆ4
)
−(Xr/X4)
(
Φ4 −
(
X4/Xˆ4
)
Φˆ4
)
=
Φr sine Φ4 = 0 by denition at step (1) above.
That is, (φ1, φ2, φ3)→ (θˆ1, θˆ2, θˆ3)→ (φ1, φ2, φ3) as required.
B The Eigenspaes
B.1 Eigenspae Bsy,1, λ = 2
Bsy,1 is a one-dimensional subspae of eigenvetors assoiated with the eigenvalue λ = 2 and
the subspae is dened by the single operator
U1ab ≡ XaXb (36)
whih is symmetri with respet to the indies (a, b).
B.2 Eigensubspae Ask,3, λ = 1
Ask,3 is a three-dimensional subspae of skew-symmetri eigenvetors assoiated with the
eigenvalue λ = 1 and a basis for the subspae is given by
Ukab = (Xaδ
r
b −Xbδ
r
a) , k = 2, 3, 4 (37)
where, for k = (2, 3, 4) then r takes any three distint values from the set (1, 2, 3, 4); for
example, r = (1, 2, 3); these eigenvetors are skew-symmetri with respet to the indies
(a, b).
B.3 Eigensubspae Asy,3, λ = 1
Asy,3 is a three-dimensional subspae of symmetri eigenvetors assoiated with the eigen-
value λ = 1 and a basis for the subspae is given by
Ukab = Xa (X
rδsb −X
sδrb ) +Xb (X
rδsa −X
sδra) , k = 5, 6, 7 (38)
where for k = (5, 6, 7), then (r, s) is three distint pairs hosen from (1, 2, 3, 4). The basis
is most onveniently hosen by piking any one of the four digits and pairing it with the
remaining three: for example, (r, s) = (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4). These eigenvetors are symmetri
with respet to the indies (a, b).
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B.4 Eigensubspae Csk,3, λ = 0
Csk,3 is a three-dimensional subspae of skew-symmetri eigenvetors assoiated with the
eigenvalue λ = 0 and a basis for the subspae is given by
Ukab =
XrXsXt
2XaXb
(
(δra − δ
s
a)
(
δsb − δ
t
b
)
− (δrb − δ
s
b )
(
δsa − δ
t
a
))
≡ Drstab , (39)
k = 8, 9, 10
where the numerial fator is inserted for onveniene and where typially, for k = (8, 9, 10)
then (r, s, t) = (2, 3, 4), (1, 3, 4), (1, 2, 4); these eigenvetors are skew-symmetri with respet
to the indies (a, b).
B.5 Eigensubspae Csy,6, λ = 0
Csy,6 is a six-dimensional subspae of symmetri eigenvetors assoiated with the eigenvalue
λ = 0 and a basis for the subspae is given by
Ukab = (X
rδsa −X
sδra) (X
rδsb −X
sδrb ) ; k = 11...16 (40)
where, typially, for k = 11...16 then (r, s) = (1, 2), (1, 3)(1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4) and δab is
the 4 × 4 unit matrix; these eigenvetors are symmetri with respet to the indies (a, b).
As we have already noted, Csy,6 is the invariant subspae of S16 whih does not play any
obvious part in the eletromagneti theory being disussed here.
C An expliitly ovariant formulation for the potentials (α5, α6, α7)
We have shown, in 2.3, the relationship between the RMP and the expliitly ovariant
four-vetor potential of the lassial formalism. We now perform a similar analysis to obtain
an expliitly ovariant expression for the potentials (α5, α6, α7) assoiated with Asy,3.
C.1 Preliminaries
From (20), (21) and (22) we have
Vab =
7∑
k=5
(XaP
rs
b +XbP
rs
a )αk(x) ≡ XaVb +XbVa, (41)
(k, r, s) = (5, 1, 4) , (6, 2, 4) , (7, 3, 4)
We also have the notation (C1, C2, C3) ≡ (α5, α6, α7) so that (41) an be written as
Vab =
3∑
r=1
(
XaP
r4
b +XbP
r4
a
)
Cr ≡
3∑
r=1
Qr4abCr say. (42)
Although Vab is a ovariant objet, the objets from whih it is omposed in (42), Q
r4
ab and
Cr, r = 1..3, are not obviously so. To obtain a manifestly ovariant expression for Vab, we
begin by noting two signiant properties of the operators Qrsab:
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• the elements of the set Q ≡ (Qrsab, r = 1..4, s = 1..4) are easily shown to satisfy
XrQstab +X
tQrsab +X
sQtrab ≡ 0 (43)
where (r, s, t) is any triple (no repetition) hosen from (1, 2, 3, 4) - for example, (r, s, t) =
(1, 2, 4). This implies, for example, that
(
Q12ab ,Q
14
ab ,Q
24
ab
)
is a linearly dependent set,
but that
(
Q14ab ,Q
24
ab ,Q
34
ab
)
is not. It is now easily seen, by referene to (43), that this
latter triple spans the spae of Q - it represents one possible basis of Q.
• Sine Prsa ≡ X
rδsa−X
sδra transforms as a third-order tensor, thenQ
rs
ab ≡ (XaP
rs
b +XbP
rs
a )
transforms as a fourth-order tensor.
C.2 An expliitly ovariant formulation for Vab
It is now obvious that if we an nd a mapping of the potentials (C1, C2, C3)→ Φab, where
Φab is a seond-order tensor objet suh that Vab = Q
ij
ab
Φij , then the fat that
(
Q14ab ,Q
24
ab ,Q
34
ab
)
spans the spae Q guarantees that the expliitly ovariant expression QijabΦij an be ex-
pressed in terms of
(
Q14ab ,Q
24
ab ,Q
34
ab
)
, so that the formal struture of (42) would be preserved
under x→ xˆ = T (x− x0)
We will suppose that suh a Φab exists: to dedue its struture, we begin by noting that,
sine Prsa ≡ X
rδsa − X
sδra, then P
ij
a Φij ≡ 0 for any symmetri Φab. It follows that Φab
must be skew-symmetri. Furthermore, sine we require that it results from a mapping
(C1, C2, C3)→ Φab, and therefore ontains only three degrees of freedom, then it must have
the following invariant struture
Φab =


0 D1 D2 D3
−D1 0 D3 D2
−D2 −D3 0 D1
−D3 −D2 −D1 0

 , (44)
where (D1,D2,D3) are undetermined funtions of (C1, C2, C3). By (22), this expression for
Φab must satisfy
Vab =
(
XaP
ij
b +XbP
ij
a
)
Φij ≡ (XaVb +XbVa) (45)
where Va ≡ P
ij
a Φij . We now have two ways of expressing Va: from (28), we have
Va =
3∑
r=1
Pr4a Cr (46)
whilst from (45), we have
Va = P
ij
a Φij . (47)
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If these are to be equivalent, then the right-side of (46) must equal the right-side of (47).
Thus, we get the requirement
{Va} =


−X4C1
−X4C2
−X4C3
X1C1 +X2C2 +X3C3

 =


−X2D1 −X3D2 −X4D3
X1D1 −X3D3 −X4D2
X1D2 +X2D3 −X4D1
X1D3 +X2D2 +X3D1

 . (48)
Therefore, these two distint expressions for Va are mutually onsistent if the solution of any
three of the four omponent equations of (48) satises the fourth. The rst three of these
equations give, after some algebra:
−X4 (X1C1 +X2C2 +X3C3) = −X4 (X1D3 +X2D2 +X3D1)
whih we see immediately is onsistent with the fourth equation of (48). In other words, Φab
dened at (44) provides an expliitly ovariant representation for the potentials (C1, C2, C3)
as required.
C.3 Transformation properties of the potentials (C1, C2, C3)
We an now infer the transformation law for the potentials (C1, C2, C3) →
(
Cˆ1, Cˆ2, Cˆ3
)
under x→ xˆ = T (x− x0):
1. (C1, C2, C3)→ (D1,D2,D3) by solving the equations (48);
2. hene (D1,D2,D3)→ Φab from (44);
3. Φab → Φˆab;
4. Φˆab →
(
Dˆ1, Dˆ2, Dˆ3
)
and hene
(
Dˆ1, Dˆ2, Dˆ3
)
→
(
Cˆ1, Cˆ2, Cˆ3
)
by solving (48) again.
D The Dual Field of Eletrodynamis From Csk,3
The most general tensor generated by Csk,3 is given by
Gab =
10∑
8
Ukabαk(x) (49)
Ukab =
XrXsXt
XaXb
(
(δra − δ
s
a)
(
δsb − δ
t
b
)
− (δrb − δ
s
b )
(
δsa − δ
t
a
))
; k = 8, 9, 10
where, typially, for k = (8, 9, 10) then (r, s, t) = (2, 3, 4), (1, 3, 4), (1, 2, 4). If, for the sake of
onveniene, we dene (α8, α9, α10) ≡ (A1, A2, A3), and use the given basis for (r, s, t), then
it is easily found that
Gab =


0 −X4A3 X4A2 X2A3 −X3A2
X4A3 0 −X4A1 X3A1 −X1A3
−X4A2 X4A1 0 X1A2 −X2A1
X3A2 −X2A3 X1A3 −X1A2 X2A1 −X1A2 0


29
A onsideration of this skew-symmetri objet soon shows that it is no more than a re-
ordering of the terms of the eletromagneti eld tensor - whih suggests an eletrodynami
interpretation of Gab. In fat, it is easily shown that Gab = ǫabmnFmn where ǫabmn is the
Levi-Civita permutation tensor. Thus, Gab is the dual of Fab.
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